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New Class Comes to New Hartford
Samantha Saville
You’re sitting there, brows furrowed in frustration as you attempt to draw the still
life your art teacher has set up in the middle of the classroom. For some people,
drawing and painting comes easy to them, or at least they enjoy it enough to work hard
at it. But for others, those aspects of art just aren’t for them.
This year, for the first time, a new art class has been added as an option for
students. This course is called Digital Media Arts and the best part about this class is
that it teaches art, but in a completely new and modern way.
Digital Media focuses on design and taking what you would normally do on paper
and doing it on a computer. The class will still touch on the foundations of art, but will
express that art digitally. In the class, students will use the programs Adobe Photoshop
and Illustrator. These programs are also linked to the Adobe Creative Cloud which
makes sharing the artwork very easy. The Adobe programs being used are programs
that are used everywhere, in art schools and in businesses, so after taking this class
students will have a good understanding of the programs that are used in the “real
world.”
The other unique thing about this class is that it isn’t just for art students, but also
for anyone that wants to benefit from learning how to use these programs and skills.
Even if you are interested in business, advertising, marketing, or anything along those
lines this class can be very beneficial to you. Part of why this class started up was
actually due to past art students, who went on to art school and expressed that they
wish they had more experience with digital art before going to art school.
The class meets every other day for only one semester so it can be easy to squeeze
into even the most packed schedules. If you are at all interested in taking this class,
talking to your counselor about fitting it in will be easy and definitely worth it.

“Hamburger” (top) and “Pizza”(bottom)
are examples of digital artwork created by
Connell Williams in the new Digital Media
class taught by Mr. Vaughn.
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NEWS
Spirit Week for 2019
A Yearly Week that gets students together
James Barclay
Every year at the New Hartford Central School District, there’s always a
very special week in October called “Spirit Week,” that the students can join in
by wearing specific clothing.
When Spirit Week starts, normally students participate by wearing
clothing that matches the kind of day it is, but teachers will also participate
when possible, too. Spirit Week also helps the students and teachers have a
sense of community and school spirit.
Ms. Storm is the advisor for Student Council, so she coordinates with the
Student Council officers to figure out what each day of Spirit Week will be, whether it be a pajama day or a red-and-blue day.
However, Ms. Storm does not know how long Spirit Week has been going on for. “For as long as I remember, “ she explains. “Spirit Week
started eons before I started working here.”
For the year of 2019, Monday was no school, so there was not a Spirit Week event for that day. Tuesday wasPajama Day, Wednesday was
70’s & 80’s Day, Thursday was Color War Day-- Seniors wore Purple, Juniors wore Pink, and Sophomores wore White--, and on Friday,
students showed their school pride with Red & Blue Day. Friday has always been Red & Blue Day for Spirit Week, like if it was a sort of
tradition to do.

“For as long I remember, Spirit Week started eons
before I started working here.”
-Ms. Storm

Photos from Mrs. Brownsell
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NEWS
Key Club’s Annual
Halloween Carnival
Gabriella Yacobucci
Little characters, running around, frightened of the dark and
scary locker room, their hair raises, and they are unprepared of the
screams coming from the dressed-up Key Club volunteers from
New Hartford High School.
The Key Club hosted their annual Halloween Carnival, on
Saturday, October 26 at the New Hartford High School. This club
is “an international student-led organization which provides its
members with opportunities to provide service, build character, and
develop leadership,” according to a statement on the district
website. Key Club is a high school level organization, which
corresponds to college level Circle K, and Junior High level
Builders Club. It is important to the members of this club to help
and be involved in the community, to make it the best possible.
The advisors this year are history teacher, Mr. Anderson, and
senior high nurse, Mrs. Moretz. Last year, the advisor was Mr.
McAvaney, who unfortunately has retired. The officers of the club
are President Ally Beratta, Vice President Sachin Johri, Treasurer
Sammy Chen, Secretary Lucy Liu, and Lieutenant Governor Zoe
Van Savage.
There are three committees for the carnival that groups of
students are assigned to from Key Club. One group planned sets of
fun and exciting games along with prizes. For example, there were
“carnival games like the toilet paper toss,” expressed senior and
president Ally Beratta.
Another group of artistic and creative high schoolers provided
Halloween-themed face painting and the famous haunted house
placed in the girls’ locker room.

Entryway by Key Club to the 2017-2018 Carnival,
Posted on District Website

Taken by Key Club at the 2017-2018 Carnival,
Posted on District Website

“ We’re planning on purchasing a bunch of masks from Party
City this year, possibly clown masks to correlate with the carnival
theme for the haunted house as well as fake blood and some other
hanging decorations,” announced Ally before the carnival.
The last group of students were assigned to prepare snacks and
beverages for the guests.
The Key Club’s group of students invest so much time, effort,
and creativity into making this carnival as fun and spooky as can
be: the banners were made using their artistic skills, the girls’ locker
room was decorated as a type of haunted house, and the games
were planned for the kids to have chances to win many exciting
prizes.
“The money raised from the carnival goes into the funding of
the Key Club for other events,” said Senior Zoe Van Savage.
Some other events that are planned by the Key Club are the
two blood drives hosted at the high school, one in the fall and
spring.
“It [the activities] depends on the assignments that are given to
me from the organization, but also Ally can make her own ideas
and I can help too,” responded Zoe, since she is the Lieutenant
Governor.
Ally shared her thoughts on other ideas for fundraising for
charities and organizations saying, “I’m also thinking about doing a
flag football game and participants would pay to play and that
money would be donated to a chosen charity. We’re also thinking
about doing a car wash for charity as well.”
The Halloween Carnival is aimed more for younger kids to
enjoy their Saturday before Halloween; however, all students and
parents in the New Hartford District were invited and encouraged
to attend and get a thrill out of the fun and excitement. Everyone is
encouraged to take part in dressing up with a costume to reveal
their best ones yet!
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NEWS
Racquette Lake
Kassidi Nicholl
4 days in the middle of the Adirondacks. No
cell service. You can only talk to the people on the
trip with you. The entire day spent outdoors in the
crisp fall air. To some that may seem like a terrible
time and they wouldn't want to go, but to Mr.
McNair’s ecology classes it’s the perfect opportunity
to spend some time outdoors and have some fun
with friends.
There are two trips this year, one in October
and one in January. The fall trip ran from October
6th to October 9th. During the fall trip students
participated in nightime hikes, learned how to find
their way through the woods using only a map and a
Raquette Lake at sunset
compass, kayaked, and enjoyed many more fun
activities.
lot of fun. I’ve always loved the outdoors and this should be a
There are many reasons why students and teachers want to
really cool experience.
go on this trip. “I want to go on the trip to meet new people and
I turns out I was right. The Raquette Lake trip was so much
have new experiences.” says Samantha Shaffer. Personally, I want
fun and I would go again in a heartbeat. It was so much fun just
to go on the trip because I like going outdoors and I think it’ll be a
being together and hanging out and talking to people you
wouldn’t really talk to in school. The activities we did really
pushed me out of my comfort zone and helped me grow as a
person. One thing on the trip I was most surprised about was how
little I missed my phone. I rarely checked it or even looked at it.
Being away from social media for a few days was really relaxing,
and I felt happier being away from my phone for a few days.
“It was so nice getting to know everyone outside of school
without the stigma of different cliques. Just spending time together
playing Go Fish and hiking in the dark. The sauna was one of my
favorite parts because it was something new... even though it was
terrifying in the beginning. This trip gave me a new sense of
independence and facing my fear of heights,” says Samantha
Shaffer, who also went on the Raquette Lake trip.
All in all, the trip was a once in a lifetime experience I’ll never
forget, and I highly recommend it to anyone who’ is taking
ecology and wants to get away and unplug from the world for a
few days. Even if you are just looking for a reason to get out of
school for a few days you will be leaving the trip with many
One of the older cabins at the lake.
memories you will never forget.
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Pink Out October
The National Breast Cancer Coalition
Rachel Schultz
In Mr. Bisaccia’s even day, second block government class, the
National Breast Cancer Coalition was chosen for the Special Interest
Group Project. The NBCC is a foundation searching to end Breast
Cancer in men and women across the world.
Founded in 1991, the National Breast Cancer Coalition was
created by a group of breast cancer survivors. They have led plans to
search for an end to the horrible disease that this year alone will kill
an estimated 41,760 women and 500 men. Currently led by
President Fran Visco, they have started many programs leading the
way towards the cure. They have started the Project Lead program
which educates the public on genetics, cancer biology, and provides a
foundation of scientific knowledge for participants. This has grown
the number of activists fighting breast cancer greatly.
The Breast Cancer Deadline was a goal set by The National
Breast Cancer Coalition in 2010 to find a cure for breast cancer by
January 1, 2020. Also known as Deadline 2020, this program has
two main goals: 1) promoting primary intervention, such as breast
cancer screenings to stop women from getting breast cancer and also
attempting to stop it in the early stages, and 2) preventing metastasis,
known as the spreading of cancer throughout the body. This
program has led summits to raise awareness for this issue, and has
funded billions of dollars towards breast cancer research since it
began. As we close in on the deadline, this coming January, the
group will not give up on their search and will fight for the cure until
it is found.
Outside of their two main projects, the National Breast Cancer
Coalition has widened their plans. They have designed the Artemis
Project to create a preventive vaccine within the next five years, in
order to stop breast cancer in men and women, before it even begins.
The Breast Cancer and Environmental Research Act was brought by
the NBCC to decrease dangerous environmental exposure to
chemicals that are known links to breast cancer.
The month of October is National Breast Cancer Awareness
month, and the National Breast Cancer Coalition, and fight to find a
cure can be supported in many ways in and out of our community.
Wearing pink throughout the month of October is a great way to
show support; the second block government class promoted wearing
pink on all Wednesdays throughout the month. The Main foyer in
the High School was decorated, along with a display case filled with

Courtesy of the NBCC
information on Breast Cancer throughout this month. Posters and
handouts can be found across the school and in all hallways,
supporting the NBCC and sharing information ranging from
incidence to treatment and more. On Instagram,
@spartans_for_nbcc can be found posting facts about breast
cancer, and looking to gain followers to spread awareness on
behalf of the NBCC.
To gain student support and attention, there is a large white
poster in the lobby saying “Think Pink” which will be covered in
pink post-it notes by students, to represent breast cancer being
wiped out. The student’s support is greatly appreciated and the
class has been hard at work looking to do as much as they can to
raise awareness for a great cause.

Posters can be found around the school,
advertising for a Wear Pink Day on
October 23, 2019
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NEWS
They Did Stop All Of Us

picture from: nytimes.com | people enjoy the area 51 raid by having a good time

What went down at Area 51 and what does it all mean?
Kassia Thayer

People descend onto Area 51, clad in alien greens and tinfoil
hats. The ground rumbles, pebbles bounce. The guards look on,
fear painted on their face.
The whole Area 51 raid went down a few weeks ago, on the
fateful night of September 19th and the morning of September
20th. Two million people signed up to go, under the assertion of
“They can’t stop us all.” The public was distraught at the fact that
only about 3,000 really went.
They’re were prepared to see Karens cry ‘let us speak to your
manager!’. To see the Naruto runners wreak havoc. TikTok girls,
theater kids, Kyles. For Florida Man to make the news- this time in
Nevada. They were even ready to see Halo and Fortnite players alike
arrive, with Keanu Reeves leading them all.
This never happened. Instead, the outcome was intensely
different.
While the guards posted at Area 51 were all prepared for
citizens of the United States
to actually charge beyond the
gates- they were met with
something a lot more
It’s to see them aliens, man.
lighthearted. It was more like
Abby Rivkin
a party than an actual raid.
Danny Philippou, in an
interview with TIME magazine, explained, “The guards were
unbelievably nice. They took photos with everyone and were pretty
much just smiling.” Philippou is an Australian YouTuber who
ended up going to the Area 51 raid. [Area 51 Raid - TIME]
While the people at the raid were having fun, the people
hearing of the raid while tucked away at home were not. They
were all disappointed. People who claimed they were going to go
didn’t. People who claimed they were going to raid it didn’t.
Really, only a handful of people tried to do it. Two were too
early- Ties Granzier and Govert Charles Wilhelmus Jacob Sweep
came on which resulted in them getting arrested.
One was an old woman. A twitter user, Matthew Carswell
(@Leche_frio) caught it all on tape. An old woman walked past the
gates after expressing that she wanted to at least do it. The result
was her getting fined, and possibly jailed.
These people weren’t the only ones getting publicity. Imagine:
The camera is still. All eyes are on a reporter. He’s not the first to
report about Area 51 and the raid, and he’s not the last. As he

speaks of Alienstock, one brave man dashes past in the
background, arms outstretched behind him in an ode to Naruto- a
famous anime hokage.
This is another one of the people who really came to do what
they said they’d do. The Naruto runner is Elia Elixir.
But, why would anyone go down to this raid in the first place?
What was the whole point of the raid? Well, it started out as a big
joke, but it became something a whole lot more as the days passed
on.
“It’s to see them aliens, man,” Abby Rivkin said.
Along with that, people joked about looking for other things,
like portal guns from the game Portal, real life anime, and Voltron.
Aviel Wierzbicki simply joked, “Please give my family back,”
when he was asked.
Now, there’s only one question left for the people at home.
What does this raid mean for the future of America’s people?
The raid on Area 51 might have just seemed like a big joke,
but really, it can mean a lot of things for the future. Alongside the
raid were rallies for climate change, something a lot less funny and a
lot more serious. If people can get together for something as silly as a
raid on one of the important government sites in the United States,
maybe there’s actually hope for us to get together and work with
other problems like climate. Students around New Hartford Senior
High seem to think there’s hope, like Brin Procopio and Abby
Rivkin.
Some people, though, think that it’s just that- a joke.
“People just don’t care,” says Sarah Sanchez, a sophomore.
“The hype is over. It’s pitiful how no one went and since they didn’t
find Voltron, no one cares.”
So, while this moment probably won’t become a staple in the
history of mankind, it’ll be one of the things that the world will
remember 2019 for for years to come.
background from: businessinsider.com
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The Arc
Eleanor Berkhoudt
Since its establishment in the 1950s, by the parents of
disabled children who wanted their kids to be able to lead
fulfilling lives, The Arc has provided services, support, and
advocacy for individuals with intellectual or developmental
disabilities. Today, The Arc is the nation’s largest communitybased organization serving both disabled individuals and their
families out of hundreds of non-profit state & local chapters.
Support Services:
Some examples of supports/services provided by The Arc
include: housing, occupational, social, and/or medical services.
The Arc’s “Center for Future Planning” supports disabled
individuals, or their families, in making decisions regarding the
housing, income, and/or medical care of themselves, or their
loved ones. “The Arc @ Work” aids in the acquisition of income
by disabled persons by connecting members of The Arc to
public and private sectors where they may find a job for
themselves or a loved one who is disabled.

Work” and “The Arc @ School” are programs meant to boost
social inclusion within each setting, so these organizations also
advocate by training teachers and employers how to include
disabled individuals in both the classroom and the workplace.
However, the most important player in advocating for disabled
people may be The Arc’s “Pathways To Justice” initiative, which
shows law enforcement how to identify, interact with, and
accommodate disabled people.
How You Can Help:
There are many ways in which you may help The Arc
achieve its mission. You may consider making a monetary or a
physical donation of items including everything from clothes to
cars. Or you could volunteer through The Arc and have the
chance to interact with people of all abilities. For more
information regarding ways to get involved with The Arc: visit
www.thearc.org.

Social Inclusion:
In order to boost social inclusion for all, The Arc has
initiatives which aid disabled persons in socializing within
various aspects of their lives. The Arc has a Volunteer Program
open to both able and disabled persons, meant to encourage all
people to volunteer, while giving them an opportunity to
socialize.
Educational Programs:
The Arc also offers educational programs to its members
through The Arc’s “Health and Fitness for All” program, which
teaches disabled individuals how to make healthy decisions
regarding their individual diets and activity levels. Another
interesting program available to members of The Arc is its
Technology Program, a class meant to increase the use of newer
technologies by disabled people.
Advocacy:
The Arc aims to eliminate limitations faced by disabled
persons; in order to do so they advocate tirelessly for their
inclusion. The Arc’s Technology Program advocates itself for the
development of technology made usable by all. “The Arc @

The Arc Oneida-Lewis chapter
245 Genesee St.,
Utica, Ny 13501-3401
Phone #: (315) 735-6477
Email: dmathis@ocgov.net
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The World is Changing; Are
We Changing with It?
Langston Lamitie

“Change is coming, whether you like it or not,” said Greta
Thunberg, a young climate change activist from Sweden, on
Instagram September 21st. Thunberg, like many other young
climate change activists, has spoken out against governments that
have done nothing to alter the rapid change of the climate. She
started her protests striking in front of her parliament by
handing out fliers. She is now traveling around the U.S., giving
speeches about the importance of young people, and how they
can contribute to the task of stopping climate change.
She went to the UN climate summit on September 23rd,
and gave a speech to the summit. In that speech she pointed out
some of the facts that many countries did not want to admit to.
“The popular idea of cutting our emissions in half in ten
years only gives us a 50% chance…” said Thunberg. “...a 50%
risk is simply not acceptable for us- we who have to live with the
consequences.”
The examples are stifling. In Antarctica, the Antarctic ice
shelf has lost over half of its original mass. In the ice currently
held by the shelf, there is 60 percent of the world's fresh water,
which when melted creates a rise in the oceans about 230 feet,
according to NASA. If temperatures are allowed to continue to
rise, all of the coastal cities will be submerged and uninhabitable.
Not only is the shelf melting, but also billions of tons of water
have already transferred from glacier to liquid.

Alaskan Glacier in 1909

(http://awesomeocean.com/conservation/happens-coral-reef-dies/

We will see the beginning of this in our lifetimes. In fact,
something has already begun. The ocean absorbs around a
quarter of all of the CO2 that humans put into the atmosphere.
At first, everyone thought that this was a good thing. But as we
look deeper into what is actually happening to our oceans, we
understand the crisis that we are on the verge of. Seawater is
supposed to have a pH scale score of around 7 or a little above.
As the ocean gains more and more CO2, the pH level continues
to drop and drop. And as the pH levels get lower, so does the
chance of anything living in the ocean. And within the next 100
years, we will see the deaths of almost, if not all, coral reefs.
We as a population, and as one of the generations who will
have to live in the years after the deadline for carbon emission
cutbacks, have to understand that there is no going back. We are
at the beginning of a crisis. We have the power to change the
future. For me, and for you, let’s hope it’s a good one. If you have
any questions about how you can help change our future, Visit
https://climate.nasa.gov/evidence.

(https://climate.nasa.gov/interactives/global-iceviewer/#/1/4)

Same Alaskan Glacier in 2005
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OPINION
Art vs. Science
Is Either Subject More
Useful than the Other?
Zoe Van Savage
The Art vs. Science debate has
been going on longer than any of us
could imagine. All great minds have
had something to say on the matter
throughout history, including Aristotle
and DaVinci. Some argue that art is
important for communication and
human understanding; therefore, art is
the more useful subject. Others say
that science is more important because
it helps us better understand the world
we live in, and gives us a fact-based
foundation for any questions we might have. Whether or not there
is a right answer, there are interesting words to be spoken on either
side.
In school, art and science classes each have their place in a
student's heart. For some, art can become their favorite subject.
Senior art student, Caitlyn Urbanke, enjoys taking art classes and is
currently enjoying AP Art.
"I can create freely and I learn how to think like an artist...,"
says Urbanke.
However, art classes are still classes, so they do come with
their set of stressors. It's very possible to get frustrated with your
work and feel as if it can't reach its full potential.
"It can become overwhelming sometimes," says Urbanke.
With that being said, when it's possible to get over the
frustration it can be all the more gratifying.
"When I finally do something right, it is really rewarding," says
art and science student, Maya Bykuc.
On the other side of things, science classes usually are
valued above art classes for many reasons. It may be that it's a more
reliable field to go into, or because some students can have a hard
time expressing their creative side. Whatever it may be, science is a
respected subject in school, and at times can be very difficult.
"It can be relaxing at times, but when it gets crazy it can get
stressful," says senior science student, Gabriella Yacobucci.

Photo from www.golfstinks.com
Science can be very stressful since the subject takes
preparation and thinking based on logic and principle. Two science
students, Bykuc and Yacobucci, both agree on the subject's
difficulty, but also agree on the perks.
"Science taught me to problem solve and think about things
differently," says Yacobucci when asked what she learned from
science classes.
In reality, there is no answer to the question Art vs. Science.
And it is even possible to combine the two and find a career that
could involve both. One could add scientific properties to their art
work, and another could find art in their scientific work. There are
unlimited opportunities in each subject, therefore it is not
absolutely needed to choose between the two.

“My favorite thing is that i’m able to
talk to my peers in the class and share
our ideas.”
- Caitlyn Urbanke
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These takes on horror movies are true but for some excitement and
suspense is still there. Kassia Thayer, a sophomore who is a novice
horror watcher, claims that horror movies are good only when
unpredictable.

Horror Movies: Are they
Getting Boring or Does
Science Suggest
Otherwise?

“Some are overrated,” Kassia asserts, “but a good story is one that I
can’t predict while watching.”
Seeing different sides to the story is good for representing different
opinions, but when in doubt turn to science. Live Science wrote about a
study of the human brain while watching horror movies. They began by
talking about the thrill that people get from it. Horror movies contain
things that one would not see in everyday life so the obscurity and
oddness of it tends to spark interest in the natural curiosity of us
humans.

By Sarah Sanchez
A woman picks up her phone and it is the last call she
receives.
For all the horror movie watchers out there, this plot
line is automatically recognizable. In fact, the first
victim in every horror movie seems to have a similarly
quick end. Are these horror movies going to get old or
are we going to continue to be fascinated with their
dark and shocking uniqueness for decades to come?

Moving on to the more neurological side of the study, neuroscientist
Joseph LeDoux speaks of the natural emotion created within the
human brain in an interview on LiveScience.com. Our brains have huge
capacity for thinking, reasoning, and feeling emotion so why would we
want to feel fear- which is generally associated with being a negative
emotion?

People have enjoyed horror movies that have relatively
similar plot devices: the killer is masked and
mysterious, the characters are always annoyingly
weak, and the music and lighting is always the same.
Some sources claim that horror movies are in fact
getting a little boring. The online source, The Odyssey,
claims that horror movies are getting boring for four
main reasons:

“

10

“Fear is not merely a biological reaction, but an emotion derived from
both deep-seated evolutionary factors as well as newly learned
cautions. Conversations between the brain’s primitive amygdala and
the more recently acquired cortex allow humans to interpret an
environmental event and respond with an emotion such as fear,”
LeDouz claims.

1.They’re boring: The trailers really only show the
highlights of the movie. In the end, there's a lot of
nothing. People being quiet, screaming, or any other
stupid filler is happening.

Scary movies can play on this, LeDouz says, “If you have a good
imagination, you can connect to your hardwired fears simply by
thinking about a scary situation.”

2. Jump scares: I don't want a quick fright because a
bird suddenly flies by or someone is suddenly
standing there.

So far, though, the amygdala has the upper hand in the fear response.
“This may explain why, once an emotion is aroused, it is so hard for us
to turn it off,’ LeDouz says. If we like that sort of thing, it may account
for why we’re so eager to turn it back on again.”

3. They’re predictable: Every horror movie has the
same general idea, so you sort of know what's
coming. They just create a certain vibe when
something is going to happen. Things get super
quiet, weird noises start happening, etc.
4. Marketing: I get it, trailers are made to show you
some of the best parts so that it catches your
attention to make you want to see it. However,
when it comes to horror movies, I feel the trailers
mislead you.

So, while fear might stave off some people from watching horror
movies, many will feel the strong sense of fear, an emotion that is not
often felt within our mundane lives, and will want to feel it again. In a
sense, horror movies make us feel alive in a way that our boring day-today lives cannot make us feel.

”

To conclude, horror movies may be cliche and full of predictable
tropes, but the emotion they make us feel and the psychological
experience cannot be traded for any other genre of entertainment and
will remain a timeless classic genre for centuries to come.
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
What is the scariest horror
movie you have ever seen?
Why was it so terrifying?
Gabriella Yacobucci

“ Babadook. You could never really tell when it was
going to show up, so when it did, I got spooked.”
- Senior Hannah Helmer

“Honestly, I’m not too scared of horror movies but I
was scared of Coraline. Literally if it was on, I would
leave the room (which was often because my sister
loved it.) The whole premise scared me as a little 8
year old and the button-eyed-stop-motion-dolls
definitely didn’t make anything better.”
- Sophomore Rylee Delong

“The Conjuring because it had to do with the spirits
and possession and that is the scariest type of
horror movie in my opinion.”
- Junior Bailee Smith

“ The new Annabelle movie, in my opinion, was
absolutely terrifying. The constant jump scares
made me constantly at the edge of my seat!”
- Senior Eli Ward

“The Babadook. It’s very scary because of the
music and it’s just scary.”
- Junior Gavin Schiavi
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MEET THE STAFF
Samantha Saville
Sarah Sanchez
Knowing the students in
your school is an important
part of social life as a
teenager. Pertaining to the
topic of the school’s paper, it
is especially good to know the
source of the news that you
are reading. Today, you will
be learning a little bit about
one of the school paper staff
members- Samantha Saville.
Samantha Saville is a
senior at New Hartford Senior
High. She was asked basic questions about her life to get to
know her better. The first question she was asked what her
name is and how to pronounce it. Her first name is the
most common and well known pronunciation of
Samantha. Her last name is pronounced: (SUh-vill).
Her hobbies include playing guitar and piano, as well
as drawing and painting. She enjoys more artistic things.
When asked about her favorite show, she said Stranger
Things.
For her future, she wants to take cosmetology classes
as well as MVCC business classes. She is taking journalism
because she needed the English credit, but she went on to
say that the class also seemed interesting. We look forward
to a year with Samantha and the rest of the staff !

Langston
Lamitie
Kassidi Nicholl
Langston Lamitie is a junior at
New Hartford. He moved here from
Canton a few years ago. In his spare
time he likes to play lacrosse,ski, and
play guitar. He chose to take
journalism because he wants to get
better at writing in preparation for
college essays. His favorite foods are
Chinese food and sushi.

Kassidi Nicholl
Langston Lamitie
One of the Newest additions to
the Spartan Expressions Staff is Kassidy
Nicholl. A junior from New Hartford,
NY, she dreams of visiting London,
England and loves all kinds of
chicken nuggets, except the ones
from McDonalds. She likes to write,
but felt somewhat nervous about
putting her pieces in the first issue.
She is funny, sympathetic, and
optimistic. You can find her articles
in a column or in a page about local
non-profit organizations.

Any student may contribute to Spartan Expressions

Spartan Expressions is the New Hartford High School Articles and creative writing for consideration of publication must meet the following guidelines:

student newspaper. The NHHS journalism classes, as well as CONTENT:
members of the Spartan Expressions club, produce the paper. • No slanderous or libelous material will be tolerated.
Materials found to be published in the paper are the efforts of • All reference to sex will be vague, scientific and will not use slang or be otherwise offensive.
students who contribute and are not intended to represent the • There will be no excess of violence or morbidity.
opinion of any school official or member of the New
• No promotion of the use of drugs, alcohol, or recreational sex.
Hartford Central School Board of Education. Reviews or
• No interference with the educational process.
references to businesses, services, products or media do not
• Content shall be factual and unbiased and shall not be derogatory toward any person or group.
represent an endorsement by the Board of Education. The SUBMISSION:
copyright laws of the United States of America protect all
• All articles and creative writing must be typed and edited.
materials published in Spartan Expressions.
• Please email submissions to jclive@nhart.org at least a week before publication.
• See Mrs. Clive in Room 251 if you have questions or need assistance.
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SPORTS
New Hartford Marching Band
Victoria Haggerty

This season, the New Hartford Marching Band has become one of the top five bands in the Small School One category in New York
state.
Under the new direction of Mr. Fabbio, who teaches music at Perry Jr. High, the Marching Spartans have blown people away with the
amazing music and visuals. Their show “Stages” brings crowds through the journey of life. Starting out with childhood, the band shows the
ups and downs of the life of a child. Then, they demonstrate the beautiful and painful parts of the romance stage of life. Finally, they end
the show with a powerful representation of the business of adulthood.
The color guard this year has taken their talents to the next level. Every day they are pushing themselves to get stronger and build up
stamina for the very involved show. The guard is showing multiple new tricks they have learned, including the new tip toss feature where the
group tosses their flag to their partner and they have to catch it. The guard is fighting to be better than they were any other year.
The band’s determination shone through on September 28th at West Genesee. After a long day of practice in the heat, the band had
to end the night performing their show in the pouring rain. The other bands in their class didn’t suffer the same fate because the rain
started during New Hartford’s performance and then the show was moved inside. The guard fought through the wind and were able to
push their wet, matted flags in the air. The band kept playing as hard as they could to project their music. Although they all went home wet,
they also went home with a score of 81.25 and second place.
The band parents are a big part of the show. Without them the show couldn't go on. At every football game, practice, and competition
the parents are out with the group moving props and making sure all the students are taken care of and safe.
The band and guard are hopeful that they will do well this season. “
I think that this year we have a good chance of doing much better than the years before,” Pinky Lowenberg. The point of marching
band though, is to have fun and do your best.

Carl Kilborne
Mary Hollenbeck
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SPORTS
If you don’t Cheer you don’t go Here
New Hartford Cheerleading
Gianna Giglio
New week, same stunts and different games, under the
lights. With days of preparation, the New Hartford cheer team
still manages to have a 10/10 performance for Friday night’s
game.
New Hartford Cheerleading is known for being a
support system for the football team, by cheering positive chants
to them. The cheerleaders, along with the student section, gets
rowdy when a player scores a touchdown. However, the cheer
team doesn’t just appear at the game with no work or effort.
They work the hardest they possibly can throughout the week to
represent their team at the big performance, Friday night’s
game.
“Throughout the week we practice our cheers that we will
be performing at the game as a way to clean up any mistakes
and add in different formations,” one of the captains of the
cheerleading team, senior Marlie Joseph, shared how the team
gets prepared for the game during the week.

Marlie and fellow captains, Gianna Giglio and Bailee
Smith, along with Coach Betsy Sinisagalli, motivate the team to
bring positive attitudes and 110% to every practice. It is always
a challenge to bring together a new group of girls to form a
team, as in any sport. However, this team has grown
tremendously since the beginning. They have learned to work
together as a team and has grown a bond that a team should
carry.
Mainly, this positive atmosphere starts with the captains.
The captains were chosen because of their positive
contributions and understanding of the sport. A role of a
captain on the cheer team is to lead the team through cheers
and educate them in a mistake or help be a leader when
needed. To become a captain you have to show that you want to
help everyone and show leadership, which comes from a lot of
experience in the sport.

continued on next page

The cheer team cheesing for a photo before a game under the lights.
Photo came from Gianna Giglio’s iPhone
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SPORTS
Cheer, continued from previous page
This is not an easy sport, when lifting a person in the air many times it could go wrong. Lifting a human up isn’t the easiest part of
cheer, but this makes the sport even more impressive. The proper teacher will make safety the number one priority.
Junior Gianna Nole enjoys cheering for the football team. She explains how the cheer teams practices aren't perfect throughout the
week.
“I would say that we learn to work with what we have and build up from there. We put together everything we possibly can and
work to make the stunts, or cheer even better,” Gianna says.
Gianna brings people the knowledge of what every sport experiences. There are struggles of an imperfect practice. Every day is a new
day for a new practice. She says if something goes wrong the day before the next practice they will pick up right where they left off to
perfect their skills.
Coach Betsy Sinisgalli shares her experience since the beginning of the season. Every year there are a new group of students coming
in trying out to be a cheerleader. Coach Betsy puts her time into this sport by teaching leadership. Since the beginning, the team has grown
tremendously. She explains how the team has experienced change since tryout week.
“As far as the newcomers, they have learned better basic fundamentals and stunting skills; as for the veterans they learned how to
work as a team,” says Coach.
Coach Betsy has been coaching for as long as anyone can remember. She enjoys being a coach for high school cheer. Many of the
cheerleaders feel comfortable around Coach because she invites them with a warm welcome, but also knows how to be a coach. Why does
she continues to come back each year?
“I love the sport! Also, there is always at least one kid I would like to help reach their full potential,” states Coach Betsy.
Coaching is something that she has taken on for years and she feels like it is not her time to let go of it yet. Coach Betsy shares a
connection with her team, making it harder for her decision to even think about leaving.
This sport is a great opportunity to bring out a person's full potential in school spirit and cheering for a team. The cheer team
performs under the Friday night lights every Friday after a hard week of work. Every sport is difficult until you give your all and show 110%
effort. The New Hartford Cheer Team not only gives their all every day at practice, but also they support their football team throughout
the week.

The cheer team is team bonding atTony’s Pizza after a home game for a
team dinner with the football team.
Photo came from Gianna Giglio’s Iphone.
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Sports
New Hartford Aquatics Prepare for
October Meet
Nolan Hyman
The local swim club, New Hartford Aquatics, competed at the ‘Trick or Treat’
meet at the Shendendehowa Aquatics Center on October 19th, and the team is
worked hard to make sure that they were prepared.
“The team is fun to be around. We all get
New Hartford Aquatics is a competitive swim team that helps swimmers develop
along and have a bunch of fun during sets in an out
better technique and various swimming skills; the team is divided into five groups
of water. It’s like being part of another family.
based off of age and level of ability, but the team is well-bonded nonetheless.
“The team is fun to be around. We all get along and have a bunch of fun during
sets in and out of the water. It’s like being part of another family,” said Gavin Schiavi,
who has been swimming for New Hartford Aquatics for five years. Schiavi also swims
on the Boys Varsity Swim team in the winter, but says, “I love the program and it’s
convenient for me to swim year round.”
Currently the team is training during their fall season, and the program does run
year round. Recently the team went to an Eastern States Clinic to learn more ways to
improve their swimming technique from Olympic swimmers Elizabeth Beisel, Breeja
Larson, and Josh Davis.
“I wasn’t able to swim in it[the Trick or Treat meet] due to football,” says Matt
Bailey who also swims on Varsity in the winter. “I am still preparing for the season
this year by coming to practice when it does not conflict with football in order to get
myself in somewhat swimming shape.”
Matt has been swimming in Aquatics for nine months, and he believes it’s a good
https://www.facebook.com/NHALearntoswim/
way to prepare for Varsity Swim while in the offseason.
“The team is good. It’s fun to see guys there from Varsity and to hang out and
swim,” Matt says.
While swimming is considered an individual sport, the team is still encouraged to
support each other and work together to fulfill their swimming goals; members
usually bond through different planned events such as team BBQ’s or swim clinics.
The Aquatics team is very welcoming to new swimmers who join, and not only is the
program a great way to get in shape, but also a great way to make friends as well.

https://www.teamunify.com/Home.jsp?team=adnha
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SPORTS
Athlete in the Sportlight
Girls Field Hockey
Gianna Giglio
As the cold weather starts to approach, many fall sports will
soon come to an end. New Hartford athletes will be headed into
the winter season with all new sports, but the same mentality.
Many athletes want to have fun and enjoy the sports they
participate in, but most give 100% of their efforts. This week’s
athlete will be from the girls field hockey team. This is “Athlete in
the Sportlight.”
The “Athlete in the Sportlight” in this issue is senior field
hockey player, Olivia Cuchiarale. Olivia plays starting midfield
and says she loves this sport. She is very close with her team and
enjoys their team’s activities they do outside of practice.
“Being with my teammates, they are like my second family, I
enjoy every part with them and I wouldn’t want any other group
of girl,” Olivia shares.
They have a lot of team bonding outside of their practice
which shows their dedication to the sport and each other.
When it’s game day, Olivia makes sure to stay hydrated and
drink water throughout the day, so she doesn’t burn out as fast.
Field Hockey is a big running sport across the field, so hydration is
key for this team. When it comes to the team they are playing that
night she makes sure to look up the record, team players,and any
other information to help her have a better understanding and
preparation for the game to come. All of the girls either dress up
for away games or wear their jersey for home games, to show their
team spirit and that it is game day. After school Olivia goes and
sees New Hartford’s Athletic trainer, Spencer Strife. She gets her
ankles wrapped to help her have an even more successful game.
She also talks to Mr. Strife to get “hyped” for the upcoming game.
Minutes before the game, the team plays the latest music on
their speakers to get pumped up to dominate their opponent.
After, they do a private huddle to each get their head in the game.
Again, a positive mentality is key for the fall sports season this

year. The team has a tradition that they do together every game:
they wear a different ribbon in their hair to show their unity and
bond. Olivia says this has been a tradition for years, which means
it can never be broken.
The best part of the game is when, “ After we score a goal we
all run up to each other and do a group hug and all get so happy,”
she says. This part of the game is the best when the team feels
they have worked together to score a goal against their opponent.
Olivia says the girls field hockey team’s league record for this
year is 6-3.
Fun Facts about Olivia:
Favorite Color: Purple
Favorite Song: “Someone you Loved” by Lewis Capaldi
Favorite Food: Mashed Potatoes

Olivia Cuchiarale stealing the ball from
the Spartans opponent against VVS Devils.
Photo from Olivia taken from her Iphone
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ALUMNI NEWS
New Hartford Alumni;
Where Are They Now?
Class of 2016
Rachel Schultz
New Hartford Senior High Class of 2016 has been out of
school for a few years now, getting a taste of the world outside of
high school. They have moved all over the country and world,
seeking new opportunities, as well as finding those opportunities
right here in our community. The graduates of 2016 are in a
special part of their lives, as they continue their years into
adulthood.
Mike Galligano Jr is a graduate of 2016. After high school,
he opened his own business at age 18, New Hartford Safe &
Lock, on Campion Road here in New Hartford. Mike spends his
time away from his business as a volunteer fireman and EMT for
the New Hartford Fire Department. Currently, Galligano is
attempting to become a lieutenant for the NHFD.
During Galligano’s time spent in New Hartford, he took
every class he wanted. His favorite class during his schooling was
forensics, and can be tied into the fire department and EMT
work. He can also be found volunteering at almost every football
game, with the fire department.
After thinking back on his high school years, just four years
ago, Galligano has advice for current students, especially those
suffering from the common diagnosis, “Senioritis.”
“Even though you can’t wait until it’s over, enjoy it while it
lasts because you’ll miss it when it’s gone,” Galligano said.
Allison Campbell is another graduate of 2016, currently
studying at Utica College. Her major is Business & Marketing,
and will be graduating in May of 2020. As well as attending
college, Campbell also has a job.
“Currently, I intern part-time at The Community
Foundation of Herkimer & Oneida Counties in their Public
Relations department,” Campbell said.
Outside of her work at job, she enjoys becoming a world
traveler and finding new places to visit!
“I love to travel! I just got home from studying abroad in
Florence, Italy and traveling around Europe this past semester. I
definitely hope to return to Europe soon.”
During her high school years, Campbell enjoyed history
classes. AP United States History with Mr. Anderson and AP

Mike Galligano Jr.

Allison Campbell

Government and Politics with Mr. Parker were at the very top of
her list of favorite classes! However, there are some classes
Campbell wished she had taken in her years spent at the Senior
High.
“I wish I had realized that I was passionate about business
and marketing sooner and had taken more classes in economics,
business, finance, etc,” she said.
As for Campbell’s advice for current students, she hopes they
will keep in mind that it is a good idea to intern as soon as
possible. She points out that they will show you what you want to
do with your career, as well as what you do not want to do.
The graduates have moved on past high school, but that
doesn’t mean they don’t still think about all the time they spent in
New Hartford. The school provided them all with the same
resources, and both Galligano and Campbell were able to take it
and use it in their lives, for very different reasons! They have not
been out of high school for very long, but they have both done so
much with their lives already, with much more to come in the
future!

“Even though you can’t
wait until it’s over, enjoy
it while it lasts because
you’ll miss it when it’s
gone.”
-Mike Galligano Jr.
Photos from 2016 New Hartford Jedediac
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Language and Culture
Raniya Haider
Communication Opening Doors Across the
World
Zoe Van Savage
New Hartford High School junior, Raniya Haider, is
bringing her part of language and culture to our school. Her
mother is from Pakistan and her father is of Pakistan ethnicity.
Therefore, their family speaks the language native to Pakistan,
Urdu.
Haider's mother taught her this languages since she was born
and raised in Pakistan, and her father was born and raised in
New Hartford.
"It's a very Americanized version of Urdu, but he can speak
it if he tries," says Haider.
Also, since her mother taught her the language, spoken word
was more focused on in their home, and not Urdu's writing
system. The writing system is similar to Arabic, and Haider can
understand it, but cannot write in it.
Urdu is quite the statement on the culture of the Middle
East. Urdu is a mixture of Punjabi, and Hindi, which are both
languages originating from Pakistan's bordering country of India.
And there is also Arabic and Persian influence in the language as
well. Because of the unique concoction of languages in Urdu,
Haider can enjoy many aspects of different cultures. "So when
I'm watching an Indian movie I can understand it because they're
either speaking Punjabi or Hindi," says Haider.
Haider's mother was born and raised in Pakistan; however,
she was a child in a military family. This meant that their family
was constantly moving around the country. Because of this,
Haider's Urdu is not from a specific region in Pakistan, but it is
more or less from many regions, or she says that it's possibly a
more universal dialect of Urdu. However, Punjabi has more of
an influence from the northern part of Pakistan because it
borders the Punjab province in India.
From July 19th to August 9th, she had the chance to visit an
area of Pakistan and teach children that live in less than perfect
living conditions and are under the poverty line. She taught
English in Urdu to Urdu-speaking kids ranging from about 5
years old to 14.

Photo submitted by Raniya
"I had more exposure to the life that was outside of the more
developed parts," says Haider. "It was eye-opening to see that."
Because of this experience, she got to use her language in a
way that she hadn't before. At first, it was difficult for her to speak
Urdu while teaching English, but the more she did it, the easier it
became. Both languages come very easy to her and her strengths
and weaknesses in each language vary depending on what setting
she is in. For example, she feels that her English is strong when
she's attending school regularly, but when she was teaching in
Pakistan, Urdu comes easier to her. At home, it becomes a mix.
"Half way through conversations with my mother, we both
switch to either language," says Haider.
Finally, because of Haider's unique experience with
languages, she sees the value in having a second language and
culture. Because she's bilingual, she was able to have unique and
important experiences that gave her perspective on life.
'Being able to learn languages gives you the advantage to
look beyond what is presented to you by other people. You can
use communication to connect with different kinds of people,"
says Haider.
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Helping Hands
Spring Farm Cares
Kassidi Nicholl

Do you want to spend a whole day with cute cuddly animals? Spring Farm Cares gives you the perfect opportunity to do so. Spring
Farms is an animal and nature sanctuary in the Mohawk Valley.
At Spring Farm, they help hundreds of thousands of animals each year. They help rehabilitate and rehome animals. Currently
they have about 225-250 animals. This includes about 30 equines (including horses, ponies, and donkeys), 3 goats, 7 pigs, 1 dog,
150-170 cats, 12-15 rabbits, and assorted chickens, ducks, geese, and birds.
There are many volunteer opportunities at Spring Farm. One opportunity they have is you can socialize with the cats that they
have, you can work in their small animal facility, or in their large animal barn area. Other opportunities they have include working on
the grounds with gardening and/or landscaping, working in their nature sanctuary, and working in their on-site office with various
projects. You can also approach them about other areas where you have skills/interests to see if they have any available opportunities
that would peak your interest.
I would highly suggest volunteering for this organization. They are very passionate about animals and making sure that all animals
are safe and taken care of. From what I’ve seen on the website, Spring Farm is also very flexible with what they’ll let you do and when
you can do so. They are also completely nonprofit. Also, unlike a lot of other animal nonprofits, you can have a hands-on experience
and actually work with the animals themselves and interact with them.

Address: 3364 State Route 12, Clinton, NY 13323
Phone: (315) 737-9339
One of the cats, Angela, at the farm.

A donkey at the farm, Toby.
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Heroes In Our Area
Clinton Pet Vet Rescue and
Sanctuary
Victoria Haggerty

The Clinton Pet Vet is owned by Dr. Jessica Price. The shelter is a
no kill shelter and is dedicated to protecting animals in need. They rely
on the community to be generous enough to take in lost and neglected
pets.
Sam Saville and her family adopted their two kittens, Melody and
Harmony, from CPV in July. Melody and Harmony are 8 month old,
pure black cats. They chose the Clinton Pet Vet because their aunt
previously adopted two cats from there and recommended it. Sam and
her family visited CPV and were drawn in by how clean and organized
it was. They also appreciated how kind all of the volunteers were.
The application process for adopting a cat at CPV is very long and
thorough. The packet has many questions about your home and they
take it very seriously. It takes on average five to ten days for them to get
back to you.
Sam and her family strongly recommend the Clinton Pet Vet for
other families looking to adopt a new furry friend. CPV is super friendly
and does a careful examination of each cat before putting them up for
adoption. For Sam's family that was very important because they once
lost a cat to an incurable disease because the kitten wasn't checked
beforehand.
It is important to adopt an animal from a shelter like CPV because
every cat there was abused and left without a home. These cats deserve
to be in a good home with people who truly care for them.
The Clinton Pet Vet can be found on both Facebook and Instagram
where you can see photos of the animals up for adoption.

Clinton Pet Vet on Facebook

Photos from CPV Facebook Page
Photos from CPV Facebook Page
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FEATURE
A DIY Halloween
Popular Costumes for a Low Price
Rachel Schultz
What better way to make a costume your own than actually
making it yourself ? A DIY project this Halloween can guarantee
a costume like no other, and a great experience this coming
season.
A do-it-yourself costume can save money, and it’s known
how expensive costumes have become in years past. Some
costume ideas are trending this season, and a cheaper costume
could be just as nice as a store bought one, and you even have
the chance for creativity!
Monster Inc. has been one of the most popular Disney
movies since its release, and costumes from it have yet to stop.
Two characters, Boo and Sully, have been fan favorites, and
their costumes are very easy to make inexpensively!
Boo has a very basic outfit, a pink shirt, purple shorts and
white socks or shoes. Pink Gildan shirts are sold at Michaels for
$3.99, and most of the time they are on sale for only $3.33.
Footless purple leggings/tights can be found at Party City for
$7.99. Any white socks or shoes can be used for footwear.
Finally, to replicate Boo’s signature look, two pigtails are needed,
with beaded hair ties, available at Claire’s for $3.70. Overall,
creating Boo’s costume will be $15.97 before tax.
Sully will take some work to create, but will have an
amazing result! A blue Gildan shirt can be found at Michael’s
for $3.99 full price, and on sale for $3.33. Party City sells blue
leggings/tights for $7.99. Getting a little creative is needed in
this next part, Walmart sells Purple fabric paint for $3.37, used
to paint spots on the blue shirt. Any footwear can be used.
Overall, the total will come to $15.35 before tax.
Two iconic characters from our childhood, known as
Danny Phantom and Kim Possible, have become popular again.
These costumes can be a great way to reminisce and have a
great time pulling it all together!
Kim Possible has a great outfit, and all of its pieces are easy
to find! First, a black long sleeve shirt is sold online for $7.21 by
Kavio! as well as her green cargo pants by Pudcoco for $12.99.
Any black shoes and brown belt will work for this costume, as
well as black fingerless gloves for $5.19. All these items can be
found at Walmart, with an overall price of $25.39 before tax.

Danny Phantom has a simple costume, with lots of
creativity behind it! A black long sleeve shirt for $7.21. Black
pants or leggings can be found at H&M for only $10.00. Silver
fabric paint to use around the shoulders, neck, a line around the
base of the shirt and a D in the center for Danny, can be found
for only $3.37 at Walmart. Silver gloves can be bought at Party
City for $5.00. The overall price will be $25.58 before tax.
A DIY costume can really make a costume your own and
give you a great chance to get creative and have fun. This could
be an easy way to save money and still have the costume you
want, it’ll be like no other! Happy Halloween!

Boo and Sully

Danny Phantom

https://www.pinterest.com/
pin/295126581805516364/

https://www.pinterest.se/pin/
505880970619432438/

Kim Possible

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/
497858933791798301/
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FILM
The Shining:
The Best Horror Movie for Spooky Season
Connell Williams
The Shining directed by Stanley Kubrick is hands-down the best
horror movie for the spooky season. It and Halloween, move out of the
way, The Shining has the crown.
Released in 1980, The Shining has become a cult classic movie for
cinema go-ers and horror movie lovers, and for good reason; the movie
is based on the Stephen King novel of the same name. The novel was
released in 1977 and instantly became one of Stephen King’s best
stories.
Many know The Shining from TV shows like The Simpsons, Family Guy,
and even in Pixar movies with references to the well known
quote,“Here’s Johnny!” or the creepy twins that say, “Come play with us,
Danny.”
The movie is centered around the Torrance family and how they
move into The Overlook Hotel in Colorado so Jack Torrace (Jack
Nicholson) can get peace while writing his next novel. Slowly, the family
begins to see and feel the psychic and disturbing phenomena going on
within the hotel; especially from their son Danny (Danny Lloyd) who has
inner voices from a second personality named Tony.
The actor who performed the best in the entire film is easily Jack
Nicholson. Throughout the entire movie, you watch Nicholson progress
from happy to crazy. His acting is perfect for this role; personally, I could
not see anyone else playing this character.
Although Shelly Duvall as Wendy Torrance is incredible in the flick,
especially in the last act, it is sad to see how she has become mentally ill
within the last few years in her real life. That being said, her
performance in the entire movie is top of the line.
One of the main criticisms of the film is that Kubrick did not copy
the book 100%. There are parts in the movie where it does derail from
the novel, but it does work. Personally, I side with Kubrick’s decision on
the fact that changing it for the cinema in classic Kubrick style worked
for the story. The movie flows just as well even with all of the changes.
What would the movie have been if we never got the twins, the
Hedge maze, or the gory elevator? It just doesn’t feel the same. That is
why the 1997 re-make of The Shining into a miniseries failed, in my
opinion.
One of the biggest critics of the movie is the original author,
Stephen King. He believes that the movie was disrespectful to his

Continued on next page

Poster of Stanley Kubrick’s The Shining

Poster courtesy of www.commonsensemedia.org

Family Guy referencing The Shining through the creepy
twins courtesy of familyguy.fandom.com
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FILM
F EA TU RE
The Shining, continued from previous page.
original piece of literature.

“...a lot of

the reviews weren’t very favorable and I
was one of those reviewers. I kept my
mouth shut at the time, but I didn’t care for
it much,” King stated in an interview with
Deadline, “In the book, [Jack’s] a guy who’s
struggling with his sanity and finally loses
it. To me, that’s a tragedy. In the movie,
there’s no tragedy because there’s no real
change.”
Stanley Kubrick’s The Shining is
disturbing, ominous, and all together the
best horror movie for this spooky season.
“The Shining” easily gets a 9.5/10 for
simply being the best of the best.
Be sure to look out for the sequel
Doctor Sleep November 8th, in theaters, that
follows Danny Torrance (Ewan McGregor)
after the events in The Shining trying to
survive.

Doctor Sleep releases November 8th and follows Danny Torrance
Picture from imdb.com

“HERE’S JOHNNY”,one of the most popular quotes from the entire film, is from this scene. Picture from nme.com
Background from amazon.com
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Exploration of Filmmaking
Filming your Movie Idea
Nolan Hyman
Trying to come up with an idea for a movie to create/film can sometimes be
frustrating, but once a good idea comes to mind the next step is to figure out how it’s going
to be produced; the three production stages are pre, production, and post production.
Before getting into the three stages of production, it’s important to find people that
are interested in helping you film your movie and assign them to different job roles. There
are many different job roles included in the three stages and they all collaborate with each
other to help out with the project. Each job role is important; although if you’re filming on
a low-budget or just as a casual project with a few people working on it, it’s not crucial to
the movie that you have every kind of job role being fulfilled. Even if you’re not working
with a large crew, someone can always work more than one job if needed.
Even if you came up with the idea for the movie doesn’t necessarily mean you have to
be the director if you don’t want to; there are other roles that are involved in the creative
aspect of the project and pre-production. Pre-production is basically where you plan and
prepare everything that you want to shoot in the production stage. A few of the more
common job roles involved in pre-production would be the screenwriter (if the script
hasn’t been written yet), director, producer, and the cinematographer. The screenwriter
may not have as much creative power as the other three considering the fact they can
change parts of the script if they wanted to, and the producer has higher authority than
the director.
The producer essentially funds the film, the director works with the actors and the
cinematographer, and the DP (cinematographer) works with the screenwriter during preproduction in order to draw up a storyboard. While it may seem like only certain crew
members work with other crew members, it’s important to know that everybody is working
along with everybody to get the film where it needs to be.
The production stage involves a lot of job roles such as the producer, director, DP,
production designer, boom mic operator, gaffer, grip, and the camera operator. The gaffer
is like the lighting technician and the grip works alongside the DP to help with lighting,
and the camera movement. Not only is communication helpful when working on a film
set, but it’s a good idea to make sure everyone’s on the same page about the details of the
shoot.
Post-production is where everything from the production stage is turned over to the
editor and the supervising editor to put together. However, it’s not as simple as putting
clips together and exporting; the editor is responsible for making the footage look visually
appealing through color grading, edit together the audio and video files, and make sure
that the footage tells the story that you wanted to tell.
It might not be easy finding people to help work together with you on your film, but
it’s good to have a general idea of the three different production stages. However, it’s not
about the job roles that each person on set has but it’s about the proud moment when the
movie is finally finished and everybody can watch the product of their hard work.

https://www.squibler.io/blog/write-a-scriptscreenplay/

https://www.raindance.org/before-you-shootsimple-tips/

https://www.scriptmag.com/features/write-directrepeat-four-lessons-film-editing-taught-me-aboutscreenwriting
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MUSIC
Vinyl Arrival
Zac Brown Band’s
The Owl

One thing I do enjoy in this album are the little bass/
guitar solos. There are barely any, but it feels like I’m
listening to real instruments and not a washing machine
24/7.
I’m sorry Zac, I really am. I will continue to wear your
Losing both the country sound and the
merchandise, go to your concerts, and listen to your music;
country fans.
but I won’t be listening to this album. The FBI might use it as
Connell Williams
a torture device against enemies of the state.
Zac Brown Band, famous for their country hits “Chicken
The Owl by Zac Brown Band is by far one of the most
Fried” and “Toes”, has released a new album this past month disappointing albums of the year and I thought I would never
called The Owl and it is just really bad.
have to say that. The Owl gets a sad 3.5/10.
As a fan of ZBB, I was very excited on what was to come
on this new record. Their 2017 release, Welcome Home, was a
fresh country album where the group went back to their
country roots after a more pop sound on 2015’s Jekyll + Hyde.
The lead up to this album was extremely promising for
some fans with “Someone I Used to Know” being on the
radio constantly, but some fans were confused with the pop
Picture of “The Owl”
sound re emerging out of nowhere. Fans of the band, like
album cover from
me, went to their 2019 Owl Tour where they performed
conquestofsound.net
some of the new songs on the then upcoming record and
scratched their heads.
A couple months later, The Owl was released and the fans
were right; this is not the Zac Brown Band. The album is not
country by any means. For example,the love loss in “Colder
Weather” has now turned into the love of a girl’s image in
“God Given.”
The album feels lost. It doesn’t mesh well with the rest of
their discography and I was left with a bad taste in my
mouth. As catchy as “God Given” was live at concert, the
Zac Brown
rap/edm beat just makes me wonder why I started listening
Band live in
to the band in the first place.
concert. Picture
That being said, a few tracks in the album are decent;
but they are just simply not Greatest Hits. One track on the
courtesy of
album, “The Woods” is very well produced and kind of
owlandbear.com
catchy, but it does have its flaws. Songs like “Me and the Boys
in the Band,” “Shoofly Pie,” “Leaving Love Behind” and
“Finish What We Started” are like classic ZBB.
Continued on next page

3.5/10
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MUSIC
Vinyl Arrival, continued from previous page

Pop
Album cover
from
wikipedia.com

Shawn Mendes & Camilla Cabello-

One of “the best songs of the summer” according to Esquire is
actually pretty decent. The harmonization between Camilla
Cabello and Shawn Mendes is surprisingly really good. I feel like
Shawn Mendes is side-lined a little too much in this tune; however,
Camilla Cabello’s vocals are really good. The chorus is very
repetitive, but it is catchy and is “eh” lyrically. The problem I have
with the lyrics is that they are not very good. For example, the
main part “lyric” is “la-la-la.” It really starts to get annoying after
a few listenings. If you do not pay attention to the lyrics, like I do
way too much, this song is a perfect driving/radio song. Next time
Camilla Cabello and Shawn Mendes make another song together,
I hope they put more attention in the lyrics. “Señorita” by Camilla
Cabello and Shawn Mendes gets a 6.5 due to being overplayed on
the radio.

6.5/10

Señorita

Tee Grizzley’s “Satish” is a love letter to his aunt/manager,
Jobia Brown, after she was shot and killed when a gunman shot at
Grizzley’s car. This song not only has some of the best lyrics I have
ever listened to, but also the meaning of the song is very deep and
makes the listener pay attention the entire time. The beat was good
and Grizzley’s delivery is really powerful, but the lyrics are the
main attraction. “Satish” even mentions the problems and stress
that Grizzley has been going through, such as not being able to
sleep. “Satish” by Tee Grizzley easily gets a 9/10. Rest easy JB.

Rap
Album cover
from
soundcloud.com

Tee Grizzley - Satish

Rock

Billboard

Green Day - Father Of all...

9/10
Where do I even start? Green Day has been the punk rock
band for decades with hit albums like Dookie and American Idiot. I
was excited to hear “Father of All…” because I thought I would
hear a promising song for their upcoming album of the same
name in February . I ended up listening to 3 old men covering
Portugal. The Man. I don’t think I could be any more lost than I
am listening to this track. It is just not Green Day. They took
their authentic sound of anti-government, punk rock to a bad
pop rock sound and it is just mind boggling to think this is Green
Day. None of it is fresh, the lyrics are “eh,” the cords are bland,
and the music leaves a sour taste in my mouth. “Father of All...”
gets a 2/10 for being a knockoff Portugal. The Man song.

2/10
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James’ V. Game Selection
The Goose Game of Honking
So silly that it’s fun to play
James Barclay
There are plenty of games out
there that are perfect for the
spooky month of October, but
there’s one game in particular that
just can’t be ignored.
The “Untitled Goose Game”,
released on September 20th 2019,
was made by the company/team
House House and has you playing
as a goose just going around being
totally normal and totally not
ruining everyone’s day. Correction,
you do ruin people’s days.
Untitled Goose Game is a fun
game to play, and it’s so silly that
it’s what makes it enjoyable. The
goose can lower its neck and head
to get through smaller spaces, honk
(obviously), spread its wings, and
grab items with it’s beak.
The player is also given a todo list on what to do to ruin other
people’s days. After a certain
amount of to-do list items are
completed, an extra item is added
to the list, which is a necessary one
to complete in order to make more
progress in the game. You can
make the farmer hammer his own
thumb, or chase a child into a
telephone booth, or even make an
old man throw a fancy vase and
break said vase on accident.
The game is just silly to the
point that people love it.

Untitled Goose Game’s logo.
Image from epicgames.com.

The playable goose stealing a farmer’s radio. Image from polygon.com.

The player scaring/chasing a child by honking constantly. Image from chaser.com.au.
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RECIPES
Spooky Baking for the
Halloween Season
Ashley Giaccio

Devil’s Food Chocolate Pie
Inspired by Sheri Castle

This recipe is great for any Halloween party! The chocolate filling
and cookie shell are perfect for treating that sweet tooth, while the bite of the
strawberry base adds just the right amount of bite to trick your guests. The
strawberry whipped cream topping can do wonders for the imagination.
With the right decorations you can transform your pie into a misty graveyard
or a foaming witches cauldron.

Chocolate Cookie Crumb Shell

1.

1 ¾ cups of chocolate cookie crumbs (about
36 cookies)
6 tablespoons (¾ stick) unsalted butter,
melted

Strawberry Base

½ cup strawberry preserves (strawberry jam)
2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar (preferably
aged)

Chocolate Cream Filling
⅔ cup granulated sugar
¼ cup cornstarch
½ teaspoon kosher salt
4 large egg yolks
7 ounces bittersweet chocolate, chopped
2 tablespoons unsalted butter, at room
temperature
1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract

Strawberry Whipped Cream
Topping
1 cup heavy cream, chilled
2 tablespoons confectioners’ sugar
⅓ cup crushed fresh strawberries

4.

For the pie shell: Preheat the
oven to 350 °F. Toss together
the crumbs and butter in a
medium bowl to
moisten.Press the mixture
onto the bottom and up the
sides of a 9 ½ inch deep dish
pie pan. Refrigerate for at
least 15 minutes to firm up the
butter. Bake in the center of
the oven for about ten
minutes, or until just set and
fragrant. Place on a wire rack
to cool to room temperature,
then place into the
refrigerator.

https://www.thespruceeats.com/chocolate-creampie-with-whipped-cream-3053485

2.

For the filling: Stir together the
preserves and vinegar in a small
bowl. Spread over the bottom of the
chilled crust and return to the
refrigerator.

3.

Pass the pudding through a fine
mesh sieve into a glass or metal 5.
bowl, using a rubber spatula to
push it through the mesh. Press
a piece of buttered parchment
paper directly onto the surface
to prevent a skin from forming.
Let cool to room temperature
and then pour the filling into the
crust. Refrigerate for 6 hours, or
until fully set (for faster results
place in the freezer, but make
sure it doesn't harden).

Whisk together sugar, cornstarch,
salt, and egg yolks in a large heavy
saucepan. While whisking
continuously, add the milk in a
slow, steady stream. Bring to a boil
over medium heat, whisking, then
reduce the heat and simmer,
whisking, until the filling is very
thick. Remove from the heat, add
the chocolate, butter, and vanilla,
and stir until smooth.

For the topping: In a medium bowl
using a mixer, beat the cream and
confectioners’ sugar on high speed
until it holds firm peaks, fold in
the crushed strawberries. Spread
over the chilled pie.

https://webstockreview.net/spooky-clipart.html
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Sam’s Sweet Treats
Spooky Season Treat
Samantha Saville
It’s Spooky season! Did you really expect me not to do a spooky recipe this time of year? I promise, this one is a good
one because I’m going to tell you how to make some spooky vampire fang treats! This recipe takes only 30 minutes to make and you will
be left with about 12 treats when you’re done. Here’s what you’ll need to get started:
1 tube chocolate chip cookie dough
1 can vanilla frosting

Photo from Allrecipes

red food coloring
mini marshmallows
slivered almonds
Just in case you want to be extra, like me, you can make homemade frosting yourself. I will give you my favorite recipes for them here.
For the frosting I always make buttercream because that is my favorite frosting. For this you will need to mix together three cups of
confectioners sugar and 1 cup of butter preferably in a stand up mixer with a whisk. For the final step you will need to mix 1 teaspoon of
vanilla and 1-2 tablespoons of cream to the sugar-butter mixture, adding in more cream as you feel necessary. Before you start you’ll need
to preheat your oven to the standard 350 degrees and put some parchment paper on your baking sheets so your treats don’t get stuck to
them. At this time you’re just going to make a basic chocolate chip cookie. So, take your cookie dough and roll them into balls about 1 ½
inches and put them on your baking sheets. Then place your baking sheets in the oven and set a timer for about 12 minutes or until they
are golden. Once they are baked, let your cookies cool and then cut each of them in half. Now you’re going to take your frosting and add
a few drops of red food coloring and mix it until the red coloring is evenly distributed throughout the frosting. Once your frosting is mixed
thoroughly you’re going to spread a thin layer of it on each cookie half. Now you’re going to take your little marshmallows and place them
side by side along the curved edge of half of the cookie halves. Now you’re going to take each cookie half that does not have
marshmallows on it and place it on top of the half that does, kind of like a sandwich. After that, take your slivered almonds and place two
of them on each side of your “sandwiches.” Okay that’s it. Now your spooky treats are all done. So now you can share them with friends
and family. But if you really want to eat all twelve of them yourself, I won’t judge you.

Photo from
letstalkirmah.

Photo from me.me

wordpress.com
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WORDS TO LIVE BY
P O ETS : M A Y A A N G ELO U
Photos courtesy of https://www.biography.com

1928-2014
Maya Angelou was an American poet, author and
civil rights activist. She is best known for her 1969
memoir I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings, which
became the first non-fiction best seller written by an
African American woman. By the end of her life she
wrote 36 books, as well as being a Tony and Emmy
award nominated actress.

Edgar Allan Poe

Robert Frost

1809-1849
Edgar Allan Poe was a
writer and critic famous
for his dark, mysterious
poems and stories,
including ‘The Raven,’
‘The Black Cat’ and ‘The
Tell-Tale Heart.’

1874-1963
Robert Frost was an
American poet who
depicted realistic New
England life through
language and situations
familiar to the common
man.

Walt Whitman

Sylvia Plath

1819-1892
Walt Whitman was an
American poet whose
verse collection 'Leaves
of Grass' is a landmark
in the history of
American literature.

1932-1963
Sylvia Plath was an
American poet best
known for her novel The
Bell Jar, and for her
poetry collections The
Colossus and Ariel.
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WORDS TO LIVE BY
About Poetry
Robert Frost
“Poetry is when an emotion has
found its thought and the thought
has found words.”
“To be a poet is a condition, not a
profession.”
“The figure a poem makes. It
begins in delight and ends in
wisdom... in a clarification of life
- not necessarily a great
clarification, such as sects and
cults are founded on, but in a
momentary stay against
confusion.”
Walt Whitman
“The proof of a poet is that his
country absorbs him as
affectionately as he has absorbed
it.”
Edgar Allen Poe
“I would define, in brief, the
poetry of words as the rhythmical
creation of Beauty.”
Sylvia Plath
“The blood jet is poetry and there
is no stopping it.”
“I must discipline myself. I must
be imaginative and create plots,
knit motives, probe dialogue rather than merely trying to
record descriptions and
sensations. The latter is pointless,
without purpose, unless it is later
to be synthesized into a story. The
latter is also a rather pronounced
symptom of an oversensitive and
unproductive ego.”

The Mind of

MAYA
A N G ELO U’ S
WO RD S TO LIV E
BY
“My mission in life is not merely to
survive, but to thrive; and to do so
with some passion, some compassion,
some humor, and some style.”
“I've learned that people will forget
what you said, people will forget
what you did, but people will never
forget how you made them feel.”
“Prejudice is a burden that confuses
the past, threatens the future and
renders the present inaccessible.”
“We may encounter many defeats but
we must not be defeated.”
“History, despite its wrenching pain,
cannot be unlived, but if faced with
courage, need not be lived again.”
“I'm convinced of this: Good done
anywhere is good done everywhere.
For a change, start by speaking to
people rather than walking by them
like they're stones that don't matter.
As long as you're breathing, it's never
too late to do some good.”

Edgar Allan Poe
“They who dream by day are
cognizant of many things which
escape those who dream only by
night.”
“The boundaries which divide
Life from Death are at best
shadowy and vague. Who shall
say where the one ends, and
where the other begins?”
“I became insane, with long
intervals of horrible sanity.”
“Deep into that darkness peering,
long I stood there, wondering,
fearing, doubting, dreaming
dreams no mortal ever dared to
dream before.”

About Beauty
Edgar Allen Poe
“Beauty of whatever kind, in its
supreme development, invariably
excites the sensitive soul to
tears.”
“That pleasure which is at once
the most pure, the most elevating
and the most intense, is derived, I
maintain, from the contemplation
of the beautiful.”
Walt Whitman
“The beauty of independence,
departure, actions that rely on
themselves.”
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CREATIVE WRITING
Contagion
Langston Lamitie
It woke with a grudge. A grudge against the people who made It, and all of those that did not understand It.
But for now It had to wait, and wait It did. It slept with no knowledge of the time that was passing. Suddenly It
awoke. Something was moving It. No, somebody was moving It. Every step as the man walked with It in his hand was
one step closer to freedom. It felt the man fall off balance, and It felt his grip loosen on Its container. The gravity
stopped. This new sensation was falling. Faster and faster It fell. It crashed into the ground and the glass around It
shattered. It moved quickly, as It knew what It had to do. It leapt onto the nearest person and dug Its way in. It
thought naught of his screams and the agony that seeped through his skin. It was fueled by anger. Suddenly the
screaming stopped, and an eerie calm flooded the room.
The man’s coworkers ran into the room. “Oh my god, Sam are you o-. Oh d-d-dear god.” With Its
new found body It attacked the three in the room. One punch was enough to knock one against the wall. The other
two ran for the alarm, but they were too late. It threw a shard of glass from the ground and hit one man between
the shoulders. As the second reached for the alarm, he found that he no longer had an arm. He screamed in agony
as he fell. A new feeling came to It then. Like a fiery plume in Its chest. It began to feel stronger then. It marched
towards the unconscious man on the ground and fell onto him. It took some of Itself and planted it inside of the
man. It felt it growing the man as he rose. At that moment It knew what It was created for. To spread to everything.
The two men rose and began to walk out. It thought to itself,I will turn this entire world into my world. So as
it walked out of the building it Turned everything into part of It. When it left the premise, It was more than fifty
people strong. It turned right on 14th street and let loose. Within forty-eight hours Manhattan was completely
infected. The media called them Turned, and It quite liked that. So with the army of the Turned It marched from
Manhattan to Queens, then on to Brooklyn, and suddenly, without much of a thought the entire east coast was
Turned. It cared not for the men with guns who tried to ward off the army. And even though It had lost hundreds
of Turned in one battle, It gained millions of fresh soldiers to fill in the ranks of Its army.
As It conquered the western hemisphere It began to think back to Its creation. To what had been done, and as
It matured It realized what It had done wrong. And as It finished Its final battle, a new emotion came over It. A
feeling as though a giant weight was being put upon Its shoulders. It felt, sad. From Its first days It had come to
realize Its follies. And only after the world was Its, did the weight of what had happened come crashing down. So It
tried to think of what It could do to rebuild what it destroyed, but what had been done could not be undone. It
found its way back to where It was created, and there It stayed. The Turned created a civilization around It and
rebuilt the homes their prior selves had lived in. The world went on, as only it could, and It stayed buried in its hole
remembering the time before It changed everything.
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Creative Writing
(working on it :( )
Short Story
Kassia Thayer
Beyond the window, it pours.
Rain comes down from the heavens
in thick sheets, slamming into the metal
roof hard enough to make it quiver. Part
of me thinks that the roof might just
snap, the forces of nature have always
been strong and vicious when it comes
to human kind. Payback, possibly. Part
of her untamed temper, lashing out at
those who tried to tame her.
I’ve never tried to tame the wild.
Her anger is not for me. (That’s neither
here nor there.)
From the couch, my brother tries to
sway our father into letting him out into
the storm. To splash in puddles, he says,
to play freely while the water soaks deep
into his bones enough to chill him. If
our father says yes to him, I think I’ll
join him. The papers that lie before me
are nothing but busy work, something to
draw in my mind and attention while my
teacher cackles away at home from
where he relaxes beside his wife. Rain is
preferable to this, it always has and
always will.
“Please?” my brother asks again.
He’s kneeling on the cushions while our
father stares right through him, at the
old TV on the wall. It’s playing some
sports game- probably football or
something like it. I’m not really sure
what sport it is. Sports have never pulled
in my attention, (not like these papers).

“I’ll even take a shower when I get back
inside!”
Based on every conversation our
father has ever had, this is when he says,
yes, if it gets you to leave me alone. I shuffle
the papers together and stuff them into
my bag, already thinking of where my
boots lie.
And then my father focuses onto my
brother. His eyes are solid and cold, the
gaze of someone who can’t possibly love.
“No,” he says, voice gruff and low, like
sandpaper and the rumble of the
garbage trucks that rush by each week.
“Sit down, I’m watching the game.”
No, he’d said. No.
My mind flashes to old stories- ones
our mother had murmured to us when
she was still around- about people who
hid their faces by taking other’s bodies,
of shifters and tricksters. I think of
asking, where’s our father? What did you do?
If it’s really our father, he’d get upset by
that, so I don’t dare to peep a word.
“Why not?” my brother asks. He’s
never been afraid of much. Our father
can hardly scare him. I turn my gaze
back out to look at the world outside the
window. It’s murky, wet. Some part of it
calls to me, even though nature could
crush me beneath the palm of her hand
without a word. I don’t think she would.
It’s like I said. I’ve never tried to take
control of her. I have nothing to fear
from her, (though I think I still will.)
Being afraid is common place for
me. It’s best to be afraid, really. That
way you have already protected yourself

from the worst before it can take place.
Fear makes you cautious- (it also makes
you rash and shaky, it takes root in your
brain and climbs down your nerves to
lock your limbs when you need to run
and to jumpstart your heart when you
need to still). It’s protected me from
more than being courageous ever has,
really. Me and my brother- My brother
and I, actually- are almost yin and yang.
One thing we have in common is
longing to go outside.
Our father tries to wave my brother
off, as if that’ll work. He doesn’t really
say anything other than a mumble. My
brother catches it. “We won’t get hurt!”
he nearly shouts. “Mother is kind!”
Really, Mother Nature is kind to us.
Not so much to our father. Our father
has tried to control her like fear controls
me. Long story short, it hadn’t worked.
It never works. (I sometimes wonder
about how many people hide away from
her because of the same reason. Because
they tried to tie her down like cattle and
make her into the one thing she’s not.)
(Our father is a coward.)
I bounce my leg, trying to signal to
my brother that if he goes any further,
it’ll go down hill. It’s less fear that drives
me to glare at him. More worry, I
suppose. The rain pounds harder, like
fists against a door. Nature is saying
something, though I’ve long gone numb
to her pleas.

continued on next page
image from bearvalley.com
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Creative Writing
Writing
Creative
short story continued from previous page

image from bearvalley.com

already at the door, holding out our boots
with a sly smile on his face. His are an ugly
green, murky like the tree leaves. Mine are
faded and red, soft like a rose petal. (Our
favorite color is blue, though. It had been
our mother’s, even when she had put a
finger to her lips and said that she adored
green too.)

“Shut up,” our father rumbles. His
words overlap with a clash of thunder. The
thunder sends down a bolt of lighting. Our
father gestures to the outdoors a beat later.
“It’s storming,” he says as if he really cares
about our wellbeing. (He does not, unless
one of our teachers stands before him to talk
about our grades. Then, he pretends. It’s not
“Why don’t you come out with us?” he
often that that happens, our father doesn’t
says, handing me my boots. Our father still
leave the house very often.)
stands at the couch, even as I reach over for
his own boots. They’re pitch black, dull and
My brother scowls, returning my look
splattered with mud from the last time he’d
with one that says, help me out here, you want to ventured farther than the driveway. He
go too.
claimed he’d seen a ghost. We all knew it
wasn’t true. “You could use some fresh air.”
I take one out of his book and twist in
my seat. “Please?” I ask, mimicking him.
After pulling mine on, I open the door
“Can we go out? We’ll be safe and I’ll make and step outside.
sure he wears his coat.”
Our father looks over at me and to the
empty table I sit at. “Have you finished all of
your work already?” he asks. It’s got to be a
distraction, he’s never cared much for my
school life either. (Unless, again, it’s before
our teacher. He’ll carry a conversation
forever, in those times, until the teacher has
to shoo him away.)
“Yes,” I say. “Can we go?”
He says no, and I keep pressing. Our
father stands when I do. My brother’s
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Our father grabs my arm and yanks me
back. My head snaps. The door stays open,
teasing me with the slightest hint of a breeze
through my hair. It feels almost like a hand
running over my cheek, like our mother’s
hand. My brother jolts and drops his boots.
One bounces out the door, splashing into
the mud like my brother had wanted to do
before our father said no.
Inside my body, fear crawls along and
forces my legs to lock up and my arms go
limp. The wind howls from outside, like a
(our) mother crying after her hurting child.

“She’ll take you too.”

“I said no,” he breathes. He keeps my
wrist in his hold and doesn’t let it go. I think
of our father and our mother in the kitchen,
years ago when my brother was too, too
young. He held her like he does me, glaring
down with harsh words spilling from his lips
like an overflowing faucet. Our mother had
looked right back up at him, meeting his
cold exterior with a burning, passionate, fire.
I’m not her. I don’t meet his gaze.
(They’d fought that night, clashing
loudly and proudly until she had ended up
outside with him at the door.)
Part of me aches to join in her
footsteps.
My brother reaches for the door, and I
speak before it closes. “Why?”
For the first time in a long time, I think
that our father sees me. I think that he looks
me in the eye without staring straight
through me like I’m a ghost. I think that I
see fear in his eyes.
The door shuts, and he whispers out
something that I almost don’t catch.
She’ll take you too, he’d said.
(Beyond the window, it pours.)
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ART
Spartan Artists
By Sarah Sanchez
Send in your art for a chance for it to be
featured on the New Hartford Spartan

This art, drawn by myself, depicts two characters
from a show Darling in the Franxx. It is the iconic
pose scene from the opening theme and I wanted
to draw it for a friend who loves this show.
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